
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 27

Bet. Idirected set is a pair (A, 2), where Ais a set al

> is a binary relation on aschisfying:
partial (i) G =4 X2=A (reflexivel

order S (ii) a and = 1 => 2 =8 Wa,,8 Hransitivel

(iii) h =a ==G = X1, lautisgumetric
(iv) WC, BEA, WEA st. 228 al BEV. (has joins

Examples. (a) Fix a set I, al let A::Pin(E:=the sat of

all finite subsets ofI al let on A be

the inclusions. Indeedin a partial order
and for

any G,PGA, Vi=GU satisfies
2 = 8 1 = r,

(b) Lt Xbe a top space, XEX, al letA ==a neighbour-

Good basis at 7. Let outbe the reverse -inclusion?

then (A,?) is a directed it. Indeed, I is a partial
and F U,VEA, there is WEAwith WEUV because

Ais a neighb. basis.



(1) (I, 2) is a directed set where Iis the usual order.

(d) If (A, =g) and (B, IB) are directed sts, Run

so is (AxB, 1) where (2,0) = (d',B): =>
↓=Aand t

Oof. For a top space X, a netis a sequence (Xa)xed
whose index set (A, 2) is directed. For a set UEX,
we say

butMakeis eventually in 4 if5dot A
i.F&I Go XaEU;denote this by FILEA XEU.
We say At IaLeA is frequently in U ifFdoCA

72220 XxE Rjcenote this by 5 LEA xaEU.
We say

Hot WCGEAconverges to xEX, and write

xxtX or linx = x, if Iopen Usx XY xxEU.

For example, sequences are mats and the notions of convergence
bincide. We now prove statements about rate, which show it

nets are a good replacement for sequences is general topspaces.

Prop. Let Xbe a top, space al Y2X. Apointxe if and

only if I met (yc)?Y converging to x.



Proof.. Is immediate since them every neighbourhood of y
contains a point in Y.

=>Let x=4. GetAbe a neighbourhood basis at x

closed much finite intersections of lets be the
reverse-iclusion as in Example (b) above.
Then for each UEA, let XaEUIY which exists

since xGY (using ACL. We show AA MneA- *
Indeed, FUEAwe need to show A FIVEAxrEU.
But this is true for all VII, i.e. all VEU.

Prop. LetX, Y be top, spaces. Afunction to X->Y is continuous

at x= x =) for any net(x2)
->

x, (f(x))) -> f(x).
Proof. It. This is asimilar proof as to sequences.

A. We show thecentrapositive. Suppose tAf isn't cali-
knows at X, i.e. I neighbourhood vs f(x) sit.

f(v) is nota neighbourhood of X, i.e. euchweight.
UIAY(), i.e. E xuEU sit. xnAf"(U) (AC.

Letting Abe the set of all open neighbourhoods of x
ordered by reverse - inclusion, we get a not

Kalneaconversing box, butf(xa)AU FueA,



so (f(xn)) UEA - f(x).

Det. Apoint NEX is called a cluster point ofa net (XaGeA
iffor each neighbourhood (cx 78 IEA XaEU.

Wef. Anot (y)PEB,D is called a subnet ofa net (Xa)se/A,ca)
ifthere is a function 1:B ->A such t

Yo
=

Ya and F ROE AV GB AGo.

Prop. A point xEX is a cluster point ofa netMac/A, i) if
and only if Isubnet converging to X.

Proof. . Suppose (y)Be(B, B) is a subnetconverging box.

Fix a neighbourhood Ucx. Ten F ysEU.
Fix LoCA. Then we know AtVI Gi *ANo,
↳ K(*t U and dido), so 78 xxeU.

=>Ltxbe a cluster point of(XNacA, i.e.
for each weight. U5x and LOEA 5d2ho with

XxEU. LetB ==(M xA, ) be the product of
directed sets (A, =A) and (1, 2), where it is the
at ofall open neights ofX. We build a subnet



as follows:for each (4, 20) GB, 5 x =o sit. XxEU,
so take a fiction (4, 40) t) such and,
demoted by din,sol (using All,and let you,hol"
X
fun,a

Claim). (4,0,201) -> X
PF. For any open height. U2x and any 204A,

we know it if(V, x) =(U,20), then

Y(r,x) =V
=U.

Claim2. (Y(n,as) is a subnet of (Y&CEA.
Pf We only need to check it for any Got A,
v IU, 4) =UxA din,al *A No.
Butfor any UCM and all (V, x1) =(n, x0),
we have let Gyr,a.) "A G, he. I

Finally, we preve;

Theorem. For a topspace, the following are equivalents
(1) X is ompact.



(2) Every net has a convergent subnet.

B) Every nothas a cluster point.

Proof, (2)(3). Already proven.

(3) => (D. Gtt be a collection of closed sits with the

finite intersection property, and we assume without

loss of generality Het2 is closed under finite

intersections. Then I, 3) is a directed ret
and we define a net (alace by choosing
YmEK (AC). It's easy to check Ut

any cluster point xof Nabuzzis in HW

eah Rc2, hence &2*0,
(1) =(3). Let(XalGed be a net. For each 2EA, let

Ya:= 4 x: >x) al note UA SYNazA
has the Divineintersection property:indeed, for my
Lide,..., du EAIBEAdominativig G,da, ..., da
(h, directeduen) so Y =YaiE: so Y:D.

i =1

Thus, so does the collection (TalaeAofchocures,
so ExGMia. This X can be easily sen HW

LEA
to be a cluster point of(xxacA.


